Ressort: Reisen

Romany G. sets an appeal for tourism in Egypt!
Emotional statement for Hurghada.
Egypt, Hurghada, 18.06.2019, 17:35 Uhr
GDN - The 22-year-old Romany G. comes from a small town in Egypt and lives there with his family and siblings a typical
modest life.
Romany belongs to the enlightened Egyptian youth, who wants to live his humble dream. The world press talks a lot about
celebrities and global world events, but very rarely about ordinary people trying to make sense of their lives in very modest
living conditions.
Romany is very eager to learn and he is aware that education is the key to success for the Egyptian youth. The smart Mr.
Romany has been given a chance in the tourism industry in the New Luxury Hotel of the Steigenberger Group "Pure Life" to
work there.
The Steigenberger Group in Egypt is a guarantor for the education of its employees. This allows all employees to learn
different languages free of charge and to gain training as a restaurant specialist according to German standards. Mr. Romany
is currently working as a barman in the lobby bar. His working day spans over 10 hours including socially acceptable, longer
breaks. Mr. Romany claims to set goals and have an attitude in life. So, he is currently aiming for learning the German
language.
The special and extraordinary thing about this Egyptian young man is that he is disappointed that some journalists are
increasingly damaging his country at regular intervals by negative headlines in tourism. Romany explains, "Unfortunately, there
are problems in some areas. But, as we know, there is another side", says Romany.
He defends his country, his government and attaches great importance to telling the world that the tourist resorts are protected
by a high security zone for tourists. Romany sends an emotional appeal to us journalists to report fairly and invites journalists
to visit his home.
Romany has a clear message to us: "Please come to our country, come to Hurghada and visit us."
German Daily News and the German travel association DRV (Travel Industry Card No. 60021448) thank Mr. Romany for the
insights and his emotional appeal for tourism in Egypt and Hurghada.

Bericht online:
https://www.germandailynews.com/bericht-122788/romany-g-sets-an-appeal-for-tourism-in-egypt.html
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